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HE chromosome maps of Saccharomyces in the Lindegren Breeding Stock 
show the locations of 20 genes (LINDEGREN, LINDEGREN, SHULT and DES- 

BOROUGH 1959). The present communication is a detailed analysis of one family 
(Y-1) heterozygous for ten genes not yet located in the chromosome maps, as well 
as five established genes. The genetic factors controlling resistance and sensitivity 
to actidione, 3-amino-l , 2, Ctriazole and allyl glycine are of special interest 
Sensitivity or resistance to actidione has been shown to be under the control of 
two genes located on different chromosomes (LEE 1959). Only one gene (AC-I) 
is studied in this family since genotypes within tetrads from a hybrid heterozy- 
gous for both genes are not distinguishable. That the phenotypes of cultures re- 
sistant or sensitive to allyl glycine and 3-amino-l , 2,4-triazole are each controlled 
by a single gene is shown through tetrad analysis in this family. The gene AD-a 
controlling the synthesis of adenine is not associated with any visible coloration 
and is recorded in this breeding stock for the first time. (The adenine locus 
corresponding to this mutant has not yet been determined (ROMAN 1956).) 
Position of genes not previously located on the chromosome maps is attempted 
through tetrad analysis. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Two haploid cultures, 24383 and 26466, were selected as parents from the 
Lindegren Breeding Stock. These two cultures have contrasting genotypes for 15 
different genes as follows: 
24383: a su GA MGAD-aUR is ar Zy ph NA ag ni ac-1 tz  
26466: a SU ga mg ad-a ur IS  AR LY PH na AG NI AC-1 T Z  
Table 1 gives the phenotypes corresponding to the above genotypes. 

Cultures 24383 and 26466, grown on two percent glucose-nutrient agar for 24 
hours at 30°C, were both inoculated into liquid nutrient medium. When there 
was 85 percent fusion between the cells of the two parental cultures, they were 
harvested and transplanted onto sporulation agar medium ( MCCLARY, NULTY 
and MILLER 1959). The cultures were then incubated at 27°C for 48 hours after 
which time ascospores were readily detectable. 

Only four-spored asci were selected for dissection with a micromanipulator. 
Isolated ascospores from 140 asci were then transplanted to nutrient agar. Of 
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1468 s. DESDOROUGH, et al. 

TABLE 1 

Genotype symbols with their corresponding phenotypes 

Genotype - 
d a  
su/su 
GA/ga 
MG/mg 
AD-a/ad-a 
UR/ur 
IS/is 
A R/ar 
L Y / b  

Phenotype 

mating types 
fermentatioqhonfermentation of sucrose 
fermentation/nonfermentation of galactose 
fermentation/nonfermentation of methyl-a-D-glucopyranoside 
nonrequirement/requirement of adenine 
nonrequirement/requirement of uracil 
nonrequirement/requirement of isoleucine 
nonrequirement/requirement of arginine 
nonrequirement/requirement of lysine 

PH/ph nonrequirement/requirement of phenylalanine 
N A / m  nonrequirement/requirement of nicotinic acid 
AC-i/ac-f 
AG/ag 
NI/ni resistance/sensitivity to l - lO% nicotine 
TZ/ tz  

resistance/sensitivity to 10-40 ppm actidione 
resistance/sensitivity to 200-500 ppm allyl-glycine 

resistance/sensitivity to 1.5% 3-amino-I, 2,4-triazole. 

these, all four spores survived in 130 tetrads, while only three spores survived 
in each of the remaining ten tetrads. 

Modified Burkholder’s medium ( MIDDLEKAUFF, HINO, YANG, LINDEGREN and 
LINDEGREN 1957) was employed to determine the culture’s requirement of 
specific nutrients. In this cross, cultures were tested for requirement or non- 
requirement of seven different nutrilites: adenine, uracil, isoleucine, arginine, 
lysine, phenylalanine and nicotinic acid. Tests for fermentation of sucrose, 
galactose and a-methyl-D-glucopyranoside were performed by the Durham tube 
technique ( LINDEGREN 1956). Mating type was determined by the standard 
method ( LINDEGREN 1949a). 

Resistance and sensitivity to nicotine and actidione were tested by methods 
described in LINDEGREN, LINDEGREN and DESBOROUGH (1 959) and MIDDLEKAUFF 
et al. (1957) and have been demonstrated within the Lindegren Breeding stock 
to be gene controlled. In addition to these, resistance and sensitivity to allyl 
glycine (SARACHEK and FOWLER 1959) and 3-amino-l,2,4-triazole revealed 2:2 
segregation in the tetrads of this family. Here, the test tube method described in 
MIDDLEKAUFF et al. (1957) was employed using 200-500 ppm of allyl glycine 
and 1.5 percent 3-amino-l,2,4-triazole as additives to the modified Burkholder’s 
Medium. 

Genetic andysis of Y-1 
Each ascospore culture from the 140 asci dissected in family Y-1 was tested for 

the 15 gene markers: a, SU, GAY MG, AD-a, UR, IS, AR, LY, PH, NA,  AG, NI, 
AC-I and TZ.  The tetrads were then classified for all possible combinations of 
two genes. For two genes there are three types of unordered tetrads: parental 
ditype (I), nonparental ditype (11) , and tetratype (111). For example, the hybrid 
for this family is a su X rr SU, and for this specific pair of genes the type I, I1 and 
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CHROMATID, CHROMOSOMAL INTERFERENCE 1469 

I11 tetrads are: a su, a su, a SU, a SU; a SU, a SU, a su, a su; and n su, a SU, 
a SU, a su, respectively. When the number of tetrads of each type has been 
counted, the resulting ratio of I: 11: 111 is called the tetrad distribution. There are 
15 x 14/2 = 105 tetrad distributions for this family; these are given in Table 2. 

The relative frequency of type I, I1 and I11 tetrads are denoted al, a,, and a3 
(where a, +- a, + a3 = 1 ) , respectively. If two genes segregate independently, the 
ratio 1:II:III will be 1 :1:4, i.e., a, = a,, a3 = 2/3. A tetrad distribution which does 
not deviate significantly from this ratio is designated an N distribution. Genes 
linked on the same chromosome usually produce a significant deviation from 
this distribution, characterized by a, > a, and a3 < 2/3. Such a distribution is 
designated an L distribution. There are other ways in which a tetrad distribution 
may deviate from the 1 : 1 : 4 ratio. If the number of type I tetrads does not deviate 
significantly from the number of type I1 tetrads, but the number of type I11 
tetrads is significantly less than two thirds of all tetrads (a ,  = a,, a3 < 2/3), 
the distribution is called an F distribution. Such a distribution is typical of genes 
located near the respective centromeres of two non-homologous chromosomes 
which segregate independently at meiosis I. If it is assumed that chromosomal 
and chromatid intereference are absent, the “distance” (that is, 50 x the average 
number of crossovers per meiosis) is given by D, = - 50 I n  (a ,  - a,) (TROW 
1913; HALDANE 1919) or D, = - 33.3 I n  (1 - 3a3/2) (RIZET and ENGELMANN 
1949). This unit has been designated “strane” (LINDEGREN et al. 1959) after 
STURTEVANT, TROW, and HALDANE. The factor 50 makes the unit directly com- 
parable with centimorgans. For regions < 15 stranes, stranes ,z centimorgans. 
The first formula (0,) is applicable to L distributions while the second formula is 
applicable to both L and F distributions. (In the latter case, D, measures the 
average number of exchanges per meiosis occurring in the two centromere 
proximal regions of each chromosome (WHITEHOUSE 1957). The advantage of 
using D, and D, units, instead of centimorgans lies in the fact that nonadditivity 
of these units is direct euidence of interference. Furthermore, for a given region, 
disagreement between D, and D, is evidence of intraregional interference. In fact, 
the equation D, = D, is equivalent to PAPAZIAN’S formula (1951 ) . 

If the frequency of tetratype tetrads significantly exceeds 2/3, the distribution 
is designated a T distribution. (For examples of these distributions see RIZET and 
ENGELMANN 1949; SAGER 1955.) If it is also true that al > a*, the distribution 
is denoted LT. 

Because of the possibility of both chromosomal and chromatid interference as 
well as preferential segregation of centromeres, a given type of tetrad distribution 
may have more than one explanation. For example, it is possible that an F 
distribution in which 1/2 < a3 < 2/3 may result for genes on the same chromo- 
some when there is an excess of 4-strand doubles, a deficiency of 3-strand doubles, 
or even negative chromosomal interference. (The data of EBERSOLD (1956) illus- 
trates this situation.) Conversely, an L distribution may result for genes on 
different chromosomes if the centromeres of these chromosomes segregate prefer- 
entially in parental combination. Further tests may be used to distinguish these 
possibilities. Thus, in the former case 3-point tetrad data is helpful in elucidating 
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1470 s. DESBOROUGH, et al. 

TABLE 2 

Tetrad distributions from family Y - l  

Gene pair I 

a SU 
a G A  
a MG 
a AD-a 
a U R  
a IS  
a A R  
a LY 
a PH 
a N A  
a A G  
a AC-I 
a NI  
a TZ  

SU G A  
SU MG 
SU AD-a 
SU U R  
su IS  
SU A R  
su LY 
SU PH 
SU N A  
SU AG 
SU AC-I 
SU NI  
SU T Z  

G A  MG 
G A  AD-a 
G A  U R  
G A  IS  
G A  A R  
G A  LY 
G A  PH 
G A  N A  
G A  AG 
G A  AC-I 
G A  NI  
G A  T Z  

MG AD-U 
MG U R  
MG IS 
MG A R  
MG LY 
MG PH 

21 
54 
19 
28 
49 
23 
27 
22 
28 
30 
20 
41 
19 
9 

28 
25 
20 
28 
28 
24 
34 
16 
16 
18 
27 
24 
12 

20 
23 
50 
20 
34 
27 
26 
28 
19 
74 
19 
7 

20 
24 
20 
23 
31 
30 

I1 111 Gene pair 

29 
42 
26 
20 
42 
26 
27 
24 
35 
18 
25 
41 
32 
12 

25 
32 
34 
19 
20 
25 
10 
20 
22 
24 
29 
21 
11 

28 
21 
57 
18 
20 
22 
23 
29 
15 
4 

21 
8 

20 
20 
20 
28 
16 
21 

87 
47 
88 
86 
47 
91 
91 
94 
77 
88 
86 
61 
86 
53 

82 
82 
80 
86 
85 
91 
93 
89 
97 
87 
69 
89 
51 

94 
89 
34 
98 
88 
90 
89 
81 
95 
50 
95 
61 

92 
90 
97 
88 
90 
85 

AD-a N A  
AD-a AG 
AD-a AC-I 
AD-U NI 
AD-a T Z  

U R  IS 
U R  A R  
U R  LY 
U R  PH 
UR N A  
U R  AG 
U R  AC-I 
U R  NI  
U R  TZ  

IS  A R  
IS LY 
IS  PH 
IS N A  
IS  AG 
IS AC-1 
IS  NI 
IS  TZ  

A R  LY 
A R  PH 
A R  N A  
A R  AG 
A R  AC-I 
A R  NI 
A R  TZ  

LY PH 
LY N A  
LY AG 
LY NI 
LY AC-I 
LY T Z  

PH N A  
PH AG 
PH AC-I 
PH NI  
PH TZ  

N A  A G  
N A  AC-1 

I 

16 
22 
19 
16 
11 

24 
29 
22 
22 
29 
21 
28 
21 
12 

22 
17 
19 
25 

1 22 
19 
97 
55 

17 
24 
28 
23 
18 
23 
15 

25 
18 
21 
17 
29 
11 

27 
16 
19 
25 
14 

24 
16 

- 
I1 

22 
18 
18 
30 
14 

10 
21 
26 
34 
22 
8 

40 
20 
0 

34 
32 
27 
25 

1 
16 
1 
0 

33 
14 
26 
31 
21 
28 
14 

20 
26 
21 
26 
14 
16 

18 
24 
26 
28 
12 

22 
24 

- 
111 

90 
87 
a4 
81 
43 

96 
87 
89 
77 
77 
98 
59 
90 
60 

80 
96 
88 
80 
12 
84 
23 
15 

92 
93 
80 
74 
91 
84 
45 

91 
90 
87 
90 
85 
47 

57 
94 
80 
78 
45 

81 
81 
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CHROMATID, CHROMOSOMAL INTERFERENCE 1471 

MG AG 
MG N A  
MG AC-I 
MG NI 
MG TZ 

AD-a UR 
AD-a IS  
AD-a AR 
AD-a LY 
AD-a P H  

19 16 98 
16 28 88 
20 29 81 
22 20 92 
12 12 50 

28 21 79 
25 20 86 
27 14 90 
17  26 80 
19 21 91 

N A  N I  
N A  TZ 

AG AC-1 
AG NI 
AG T Z  

AC-I NI 
AC-I TZ 

NI TZ 

18 22 91 
11  10 48 

U) 14 86 
96 0 31 
50 0 14 

22 17  86 
9 10 48 

40 1 27 

the interference pattern. In the latter case an additional gene, linked to an 
opposite arm of one of the centromeres, will yield significantly nonadditive dis- 
tances (the total distance, however chosen, being too short) for both D, and D,, 
giving the artificial appearance of a "branched" linkage map when these dis- 
tances are taken literally. 

Two-point analysis 
Centromere linkage: Typical F distributions were obtained for the three centro- 

mere markers a, GA, and UR. In each case, a3 is significantly less than 2 (a ,  + a,) .  
The genes, GA and UR appear to be about the same distance from their respective 
centromeres, seven and eight stranes respectively. The mating type locus is 
located 16 stranes from its centromere. These distances are calculated from the 
gene-to-gene distances: UR-GA = 15, UR- = 24 and GA-a = 23. 

Small linkage groups: L distributions in Table 2 indicate three linkage groups: 
SU and LY; GA and AC-I; and UR, IS, AG, T Z  and NI.  

The linkage of SU-LY is the first confirmation of this linkage group, first en- 
countered in family 106. The tetrad distributions in both families are significant 
(34:10:93, xz = 13.09, P = 3 x in family Y-1, while the distribution is 
15:2:33, x2 = 9.99, P = 1.5 x for family 106). Further, there are no tetrad 
distributions recorded which contradict these L distributions, so that this linkage 
group appears to be established. 

Direct linkage of AC-I with GA was obtained (74:4: 50), and the distance is 
29-30 stranes. This confirms previously observed linkages between these genes. 
Tetrad distributions in other families are: 

Family no. Tetrad distribution of AC-I and GA 

I I1 I11 

87 
110 
130 
131 

14 
9 
44 

7 

0 4 
3 19 
2 14 
1 5 
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1472 s. DESBOROUGH, et al. 

Since AC-I reveals direct linkage with GA, an effort was made to place this 
gene on the G A  chromosome with respect to the centromere. However, in the 
absence of a third gene on the same chromosome, the only available distances for 
this determination are those of the gene-to-centromere-to-gene distances between 
genes on separate chromosomes. In this family both UR and (Y exhibited F distri- 
butions with AC-I (Table 2), indicating that the latter does lie in the vicinity of 
a centromere. AC-1 may be placed on the G A  chromosome in two arrangements: 
( 1 )  distal to G A  on the same chromosome arm or (2) on the opposite arm from 
GA, the centromere being between them. The observed distances AC-I-UR and 
AC-1--a! are 40 and 39 stranes, respectively. When this latter distance is added 
to the gene-to-centromere distances of AC-I and UR the total distance required 
for arrangement ( 1 )  of AC-I to UR is 44-45 and AC-I to (Y is 52-53. Arrange- 
ment ( 2 )  yields a distance from AC-I to UR of 30-31 and from AC-I to -a! of 
38-39. It is evident that neither arrangement can be preferred since they both 
contain a similar degree of nonadditivity. That is, 40 f .EM5 while 39 + 52-53 
on arrangement ( 1  ) , and 40 + 30-31 while 39 = 38-39, on arrangement ( 2 ) .  
Arrangement (2) yields a slightly more consistent distance for AC-I to UR and 
a than does arrangement ( 1 ) (Figure 1 ) . 

a 
IS 

. 

Yonr r t ronr  

CHROMOSOME MAPS OF FAMILY Y-l 

FIGURE 1.-The above chromosome map shows the four linkage groups discussed in the text. 
Heavy lines denote chromosomes, dark circles denote centromeres, and triangular points denote 
the position of loci. Distance is given in stranes (mean number of Poisson exchanges per meiosis) 
using D, above the line and D,  below the line. The meaning of the asterisk, the distance in the 
centromere-Z'Z segment, and the preferred order of genes is discussed in the summary and 
earlier sections. 
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CHROMATID, CHROMOSOMAL INTERFERENCE 1473 

Linkage in chromosome I: Significant L distributions (a ,  > a z )  (SHULT and 
LINDEGREN 1956) were exhibited for the pairs of loci: TZ-IS, TZ-AG, TZ- 
NI ,  AG-IS, IS-NI, and AG-NI. The value of a, - a, is smallest for the genes 
TZ-NI indicating that this is the longest region. This is confirmed by noting that 
a3 is also largest for this region. By noting the relative frequencies of a, - a, and 
a3 between the other gene pairs the implied order is either (a) TZ-AG-IS-NI, 
or (b) TZ-IS-AG-NI. The distances in stranes calculated as D, are: 12 for 
TZ-AG, 12 for TZ-IS, 5 for AG-IS, 12 for IS-NI, 14 for AG-NI and 28 for 
the total region.TZ-NI. Map distances measured in stranes as D, are: 13 for 
TZ-AG, 13 for TZ-IS, 5 for AG-IS, 11 for IS-NI, 15 for AG-NI, and 30 
for the total region TZ-NI. Although either of the two suggested orders, (a) 
and (b) yield good additivity of simple regions for the total region TZ-NI on 
the basis of either D, or D,, the subtriplet, TZ, AG, IS, is nonadditive in either 
order. (Causes of this nonadditivity are discussed in a later section ) However, 
AG-IS-NI exhibits a more additive relation (5.5 + 11.6 = 14.0 for D, and 
4.8 i- 11.2 = 15 2 for Dz) than IS-AG-NI (5.5 + 14.0 = 11.6 for D, and 4.8 
f 15.2 = 11.2 for D?) . Thus, the data demands a strong preference for order (a) 
although it should be understood that (b) is a plausible order. The two orders 
differ only by an interchange of AG arid IS, bounding a short region of five units. 
In the following analysis, order (a) is assumed for the sake of uniformity. Minor 
changes in interpretation which result using order (b) are noted when they occur. 

It is known from a number of other crosses (DESBOROUGH and LINDEGREN 
1959; and in particular (SHULT and DESBOROUGH 1960) that the IS locus is 
located on the right arm of the chromosome carrying UR on its left arm. This 
chromoscme has been designated chromosome I. The tetrad distribution for 
UR-TZ (12-0-60) exhibits a significant deviation between the frequencies of 
the two ditype tetrads ( P  < I %). The tetrad distributions for UR-AG (21-8- 
98) and UR-IS (24-10-96) exhibit subsignificant deviatons between these two 
frequencies (P 1.8%), while 1:II for UR-NI (21-20-90) does not deviate 
from 1 : 1. The fact that IS is located on the same chromosome as UR strongly 
suggests that these linkaqes are a reality rather than deviant samples. In  the 
tetrad distributions for UR-TZ, UR-AG, UR-IS, and UR-NI, the fact that 
a, - a? decreases monotonically, (16 7%, 10.8% 10.2%, 0.8%) suggests the 
linear order, UR-TZ-( AG, IS )  -NI, consistent with either order (a) or (b) 
above. 

As was noted earlier, both UR and GA are centromere-linked markers, U R  
being eight stranes from its centromere. It is known from a review of all previous 
crosses within the Lindegren Breeding Stock (DESBOROUGH and LINDEGREN 1959; 
LINDEGREN, LINDEGREN, SHULT, and DESBOROUGH 1959) that the centromere 
of chromosome I is located between UR and IS,  in general UR being within 20 
units from the centromere. Placement of the centromere between TZ and IS 
violates not only the distance of eight stranes from U R  to its centromere but would 
imply that TZ-GA, AG-GA or I S 4 A  exhibit F distributions while U R  
exhibits a T distribution, all of which is contrary to observation. Thus, we must 
place the centromere between UR and TZ. 
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1474 s. DESBOROUGH, et al. 

Interference: two-point analysis 

Between genes on the same chromosome the frequency of a3 is expected to 
increase and approach a limit, .6667, as the distance increases. AS noted pre- 
viously this rule holds between the genes TZ-AG-IS-NI. However when UR 
is considered, there is a descending sequence of values for a3 in UR-TZ, UR- 
AG, UR-IS and UR-NI. The percentages of tetratype tetrads are: 83.33,77.16, 
73.84 and 68.70, respectively. This descending sequence is in agreement with 
what would be expected on order (a) if exchanges in TZ-AG, AG-IS, and 
IS-NI did not interfere with exchanges in UR-TZ, so that all high tetratype 
frequencies with UR are the consequence of the inordinately high frequency 
localized between UR and TZ. On order (b) the sequence of tetratype frequencies 
with UR would be 83.33, 73.84, 77.16 and 68.70 percent. This order still indicates 
a high intraregional interference in UR-TZ, but requires in addition a slight 
positive chromosomal interference between exchanges in UR-IS and IS-AG. 
Thus, order (a) leads to a simpler hypothesis. This frequency deviates significant- 
ly from two thirds with P < 0.27%. On a hypothesis of no interference within 
the region UR-TZ, the expected number of tetratype tetrads is given by a 
formula equivalent to one originally due to PAPAZIAN ( 195 1 ) as 2/3 ( 1 - c3X/2), 
where A = D,/50. On this hypothesis, 44.68 tetratype tetrads were expected while 
60 (out of 72) were observed. The departure is significant ( x 2  = 13.84, P < 0.1 % 
at 1 d.f.). Is it possible that this interference effect between UR and TZ is due 
entirely to chromatid interference? It has been noted (SHULT and LINDEGREN 
1959) that the maximum tetratype frequency cannot exceed 67.56 percent under 
the effects of chromatid interference alone. Therefore, positive intraregional 
chromosomal interference must occur to produce 83.33 percent tetratype tetrads. 
This may occur either in the presence or absence of chromatid interference 
expressed as an excess of 3-strand doubles. Some information concerning the 
possibility of an excess of 3-strand doubles within the region UR-TZ may be 
gained from an examination of chromatid interference in a 3-point analysis of 
the data. The analysis presented below, indicates, if anything, a deficiency in the 
frequency of 3-strand doubles, suggesting that the interference effect in UR-TZ 
is due entirely to positive chromosomal interference. 

Does the positive chromosomal interference, localized in UR-TZ, extend 
across the centromere? The tetrad distribution for GA-TZ exhibits 80.26 percent 
tetratype tetrads. (Note that tetratype frequencies for GA-TZ, GA-AG, GA- 
IS, and GA-NI also form a descending sequence: namely, 80.26, 76.00, 72.06 
and 70.37 percent, respectively. This also indicates that nearly all interference 
in GA-0 0-TZ-AG-IS-NI is localized in GA-0 0-TZ. “0” denotes 
centromere and supports order (a) on the basis of parsimony.) On the other hand, 
no such excess occurs in the tetrad distribution for UR-GA (as  =24.1%) . Thus, 
the positive chromosomal interference between UR-TZ is localized entirely 
within the centromere-TZ segment of chromosome I. 
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Interference: three-point analysis 
The results of ten 3-point analyses on the loci, UR, T Z ,  AG, IS  and NI, are 

given in Table 3. The numbers of observed and expected double exchanges are 
given in the last two columns of Table 3. Because of the agreement of observed 
and expected values, no chromosomal interference was evident between simple 
regions of chromosome 1.  Also, no interregional chromosomal interference 
appears if order (b)  is used in the TZ-NI portion of the table. 

The number of 2-, 3-, and 4-strand double exchanges were also examined in 
each of the ten 3-point tests. If chromatid interference is absent, these numbers 
should appear in the ratio 1 :2: 1. The column marked “P’ gives the probability 
that a random sample of the size observed deviates from 1 :2: 1 as far, or further, 
than the observed ratio. 

There is evidence of an excess of 2-strand double exchanges in one pair of adja- 
cent simple regions of this chromosome (AG--IS-NI) . Although the numbers 
are small, the results are significant on the basis of a binomial distribution of 
double recombinations. When longer compound regions are considered, this effect 
is enhanced in the right arm of the chromosome (from TZ to N I ) .  The total for 
this portion of the chromosome is 20 2-strand doubles, no 3-strand doubles, and 
one 4-strand double. This distribution deviates markedly from 1:2: 1, with P less 
than one chance in a million. Other distributions comprising this total are them- 
selves significant, 7: 0: 1 (P < I 0-3) and 5 : 0: 0 (P < I e3). 

It is important to note that the excess of 2-strand double exchanges cannot be 

TABLE 3 

Three-point chromatid and chromosomal interference data 

Double Number of doubles 
exchanges 

UR TZ AG IS NI 2.3:4 P Expscted Observed 

6: 0: 0 *3.4 x 10-5 2.62 6 
2: 0: 0 .43 2 
7: 0: I *IO-3 4.95 8 
5: 0: 0 *IO-3 3.68 5 

U): 0: I < 10-6 21 
2: 6: 2 12.2 10 
3: a: 2 12.46 13 
5:lO: 7 21.53 22 
3: 9:ll 3.7% 22.25 23 

6: 6: 9 8.6% 20.59 21 
25:40:33 ’<O.l% 98 

Total 45:40:34 <O.l% 119 

6: 1: 2 1 .O% 7.96 9 

~ ~~ 

“P’ indicates the probability that a random sample of 2-, 3- and 4-strand double exchanges of the observed size deviates 
from 1:Z:l as far or further than the observed hstribution. An asterisk indicates the “P” was calculated from a two- 
dimensional binomial distribution of random variates. absence of an asterisk indicates an approximation of this compu- 
tation. the standard x* test with two degrees of freedod. 
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explained on the assumption of faulty gene arrangement. With one exception 
(order (b) ) all other gene arrangements of TZ,  AG, IS and NI imply an inter- 
pretation of the data leading to even higher frequencies of 2-strand doubles. This 
single exception, TZ-IS-AG-NI, although it is a plausible gene arrangement, 
exhibits a ratio of 2-: 3-: 4-strand double exchanges of 6: 0: 0 for simple regions in 
TZ-NI and to a total of 18: 0: 1 for all regions in TZ-NI. Thus, the appearance 
of strong “negative” chromatid interference cannot be eradicated by changing 
gene order. 

The “negative” chromatid interference also cannot be explained (at least along 
classical lines) as the result of the faulty use of the assumption that the loci are in 
a linear order. In order to hypothesize a nonlinear arrangement of TZ,  AG and 
IS, one must assume that one of the three genes is one chromosome, the other two 
on opposite arms of a second. In order to preserve the appearance of linkage, this 
assumption requires all three genes closely linked to their respective centromeres 
and strong preferential segregation of these centromeres in parental combination. 
On this assumption, one could predict a low tetratype frequency (< 17%) 
between G A  and at least one member of the triplet T Z ,  AG, IS. Yet all these fre- 
quencies are well above 67 percent (see Table 2),  contrary to any such assump- 
tion. Thus, the appearance of “negative” chromatid interference cannot be 
ascribed to nonadditive quasi-linkages. “Quasi-linkage” is the empirical appear- 
ance of linkage between genes located on non-homologous chromosome, due to 
preferential segregation of chromosomal regions or sites, if not the centromeres 
themselves. See WALLACE (1958) for use of this term, and MICHIE and WALLACE 
(1 953), RHOADES (1942), and LONGLEY (1 945) for discussion of phenomena pro- 
ducing this effect. 

When the region UR-TZ is included (lower six rows of Table 3) the excess 
of 2-strand double exchanges disappears. This strongly suggests that the highly 
localized excess of single exchanges, occurring between T Z  and its centromere, 
does not engage in the chromatid interference pattern so predominant among 
exchanges to the right of TZ.  These single exchanges exhibit a random strand 
relationship with exchanges in the right portion of this chromosome. The ratio 
of double exchanges being 25 : 40: 33 (which does not deviate from 1 : 2: 1 ) . Perhaps 
because of the fact that the excess of 2-strand doubles in TZ-NI drains heavily 
on the frequency of 3-strand doubles, the total distribution of strand relationships 
is slightly deficient in 3-strand doubles. This distribution 45:40: 34, deviates from 
1:2: 1 with x2 = 14.81 and P < 7 x lo-*. 

A similar conclusion holds when order (b) is used in TZ-NI. The total distri- 
bution of strand relationships between singles in UR-TZ and exchanges in 
TZ-NI is also random (19:40:32). The weak deficiency of 3-strand doubles in 
the total for all pairs of regions is now subsignificant (the distribution is 37:40: 33, 
P = 1.5%). 

DISCUSSION 

From the hybrid 24383 x 26466, 140 asci were dissected and tested for 15 
Mendelian segregating phenotypes. Of these, all four spores survived in 130 
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tetrads, while one spore did not survive in each of ten asci. Four new loci, not 
previously described, were made heterozygous in this hybrid. Of these, three 
were found to be linked with known loci, while the new adenine mutation, AD-a, 
failed to show any linkage. The standard centromere linkages, previously reported 
(LINDEGREN 1949b; LINDEGREN and LINDEGREN 1951; HAWTHORNE 1955; LEU- 
POLD 1956; ROMAN 1956; SHULT and LINDEGREN 1956; LINDEGREN, LINDEGREN, 
SHULT and DESBOROUGH 1959; DESBOROUGH and LINDEGREN 1959) for a (mating 
type), GA and UR, were confirmed in this family. The genes UR, NI,  and IS, 
previously known to be on chromosome I, (LINDEGREN, LINDEGREN, SHULT and 
DESBOROUGH 1959; DESBOROUGH and LINDEGREN 1959) again appeared in a 
common linkage group with two of the new loci. The order is UR-xentromere- 
TZ-(AG, IS)-NI. (AG-IS is a “short” region of five units; it is not known 
with certainty which of these loci is closest to TZ, although AG is more strongly 
implicated than IS.) 

This family exhibited two unusual features of crossing over in this chromo- 
some: (1 ) the appearance of strong “negative” chromatid interference in the 
portion of the chromosome distal to TZ and (2) an extreme excess of single 
exchanges localized in the segment centromere-TZ. (It was shown that the 
former effect (1 ) was genuine in the sense that it is not the result of faulty assign- 
ment of gene order or nonadditivity due to quasi-linkage (WALLACE 1958).) It 
was also proved that the latter (2) is true chromosomal interference rather than 
the result of an excess of 3-strand doubles.) The localized exchanges in centro- 
mere-TZ do not appear to engage in the negative chromatid interference pattern 
described in (1 ) . 

Another striking feature of chromosome I in this family is that NI is distal 
to IS.  This is diametrically opposed to the observations in family 113 (DES- 
BOROUGH and LINDEGREN 1959) where NI’is proximal to IS. This difference 
suggests the possibility that the parents of family Y-I are homozygous for an 
inversion containing IS ,  although this hypothesis has not been tested. (In the 
absence of adequate cytology, two genetic observations are pertinent: (1) drastic 
reduction in crossing over frequency between IS and NI in 4-viable-spored tetrads 
derived from a cross between progeny of 113 x progeny of Y-I, and (2) 2:2 
segregation of the “crossover suppressor” in 113 x Y-I as determined by back- 
crosses from all members of a 113 x Y-I tetrad with standard 113 stocks, and 
standard Y-I stocks.) An inversion in this region might account for the non 
random occurrence of crossovers in the segment of the chromosome arm not 
involved in the inversion, since chromosomal rearrangements have been shown 
to have definite effects on crossing over (LEWIS 1945). 

The chromosome map given in Figure 1 gives a total rksumk of the linkage 
data gleaned from Table 2. The asterisk denotes the fact that the region AG-ZS 
may actually be reversed so that the order of all five genes is UR-TZ-IS- 
AG-NI. (It is shown in the text that this change in order in no way alters the 
conclusions concerning chromatid and chromosomal interference. ) On the as- 
sumption that the excess of single exchanges in the segment centromere-TZ 
(see an earlier section) can be represented as a single exchange occurring in 1 OC 
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percent of the meioses imposed on a population of Poisson-distributed exchanges, 
the length of this segment is 15 stranes. (Under these assumptions, the appropriate 
mapping function is D, = - 33.33 ln(3a, - 2) (SHULT and LINDEGREN 1956) .) 
The assumption of lower frequencies for this exchange (which seems more likely 
in view of the significant linkage between UR and TZ) lead to shorter distances 
for this segment, hence, the symbol “(< 15)” in Figure 1. Of the two possible 
arrangements of the centromere on the GA-AC-l-chromosome, order (2) is 
preferred, although the difference is not significant. 

SUMMARY 

Both chromatid and chromosomal interference were revealed in chromosome I 
of Saccharomyces by tetrad analysis of a hybrid heterozygous for five genes (gene 
order, UR-centromere-TZ-( AG, ZS)-NZ). An excess of 2-strand double 
exchanges (20: 0: 1 ) (“negative” chromatid interference) occurred in the portion 
of the chromosome distal to T Z .  The excess of 2-strand doubles was not the result 
of faulty assignment of gene order nor of nonadditivity due to quasi-linkage. An 
excess of single exchanges was localized in the segment, centromere-TZ. The 
excess of localized single exchanges was not due to an excess of 3-strand doubles 
in this region. These localized exchanges did not engage in the L‘negative” chroma- 
tid interference pattern in the portion of the chromosome distal to TZ. 
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